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well be an interval of danger between the disappearance of
Russia from the scene and the effective development of the
new ally's latent forces for war. The unexpected German
retreat, too/ out of the Somme salient back to a new and power-
fully fortified line, much shorter and straighter, east of Canxbrai
and" St. Quentin, disarranged the whole of Nivelle's basis of
attack and left him the choice between postponing it and con-
fining it to the area from the west end of the Chemin des
Dames to east of Rheims. He chose the latter, but this
narrowing of the front tended still further to limit the chances
of success, which, though he still confidently asserted his belief
in them, were becoming more and more doubtful in the eyes
both of the French Government and of the subordinate generals
responsible for the fighting of the projected battle. There were
difficulties, too, with Haig, due partly to Nivelle's tactlessness
and lack of knowledge of British methods and problems, partly
to the former's resentment at being put by his Government
without previous consultation under a junior and untried foreign
general. Under all these circumstances it was hardly surprising
that the opening phase of the campaign of 1917 in the west was
unfortunate for me Allies.
The British offensive at Arras opened, as arranged, on
April gth, a week before the great French blow, of which it was
designed to be the prelude and the cloak. It was delivered by
fourteen divisions on a wide front of fifteen miles from Crobilles
to the northern end of the great Virny Ridge, and met with a
striking initial success, due at least as much to German tactical
errors as to the skill and dash, creditable as these were, of the
assailants. Allenby, the commander of the British Third
Army, responsible for the conduct of the battle, had hoped to
achieve surprise by preluding the advance of the infantry by a
bombardment unusually brief and fierce by the accepted
standards of the time ; he was overruled, yet the German
army commander at Arras in actual fact miscalculated the date
of attack and when the storm broke upon him, was unready to
meet it. This unreadiness was all the more perilous because
the Germans were experimenting with a new system of defence.
On the Somme, their conception had been that every inch of
ground should be defended to the last and retaken at once if lost,
and their method to pack their front trenches full of men to
prevent such loss. Repeated failures and high casualties
induced Ludendorff, the brain of the new Hihdenburg-Luden-
dorff combination now in control at German G.H.Q., to devise
a new method, by which the forward zone of defence was held
only by a network of isolated posts with the mission of slowing
and breaking up the attack, while their reserves for counter-attack

